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Student Body Acquires
Voice With Faculty
Dr. Douglas Ribbens,
are a community of ChrisDean of Dordt College,
tian scholars, and as such,
termed the latest developwe do things differently.
men t in student-faculty
He" believes we can have
relations,
student partta more complete and betcipation on twelve faculty
ter educational experience
committees,
as "a very here at Dordt if students
srgnificant thing."
The
have a re sponsibil ity in
administration
proposal,
college pol i c i e s.
He
w h i c h was approved by thinks that students will
the faculty on November
then be more interested
13, is a very significant
in and appreciative
of
step for Dordt College.
their college.
Dean RibAllowing students to vote
bens said the decision to
directly on college policy
incorporate
students into
is something that is not "faculty committees
was
universally
accept ed at
entirely his own. He bemost colleges and unilieves students can conversities.
Stud en t.S on
tribute important insights
campuses across the land into problems the commitaremilitantly,
annat
tees face.
He emphatimes Violently, demandsized that this means stuing a voice in college pol- dent cooperation, not stuicy.
dent power.

Now, Dordt College, a
small "cornfield" college
in the eyes of most, has
achieved tbis very same
goal quietly and without
violent revolution--but
it
has been done for different reasons,
Dr. Garr,.
ett Rozeboom,
Dean of
Stude n t s, claims that
Dordt is different; thatwe

TBC Pushes
Operation

Christmas Party St uden t umon
.
To Be Held

Contracted

Thalians Open Year
With nAil My Sons'~

Arthur Miller's All My
Three
SiOl)X Center Sons, a tragic stosy of
fi r m s have landed con- gulli and deallh i:n wartracts
to begin work on time, closes tonight with
its last performance
in
tbe Dordt College student
union building.
After ac- Dordt's Little Theatre.
cepting tbe bids, tbe Board Produced by the Thalian
the two
of Trustees issued an or- organization,
der to commence work on hour production is direcor before Monday, Novem- ted by Prof. James Kolwith Carol
ber
24. Tentative plans denhoven,
indicate tbat tbe building Hoekman as student dirshould be rea d y for use ector.
by the second semester of Duane Nieuwsma returns
to the theatre as Joe Kelthe 1970-71 school year.
machinist
Com peting
against i e r , a war
whose s e 1fi s h interests
three
otber companies,
DeStigter Brotbers too k allowed him to send twenty
young pilots to their death
the general construction
bid witb a figure of $306,
_
490. The mechanical con'
struction
bid went to T8C
S c h 0 u t e n Plumbing and
Heating, at $73,950, and
th e electrical construcThe local AACS and 1BC
tion bid went to tbe Interchapters received a boosstates Electric Engineering Company, at $38,720. ter 'shot during the weekAccording to Neal Boer- endof December6-8when
sma, Dordt's
business Mr. John Hultink of Tormanager,
the sum of the onto, Ontario, visited the
thr e e bids is more tban Sioux Center area.
Mr. Hultink is the Dir$8,000 below the anttciector 0 f Development of
pated cost.
Th e new student union the Association for the
will be built on tbe open Advancement of ChJistian
Scholarship (AACS) and
land east of the library.
the conceiver of the TomIt will
contain a lounge,
boo k s tor e, post office or rows Book Club (TBC).
According to John H u 1I ,"
branch,
game
room,
a member of the Steering
bowling alley, infirmary,
Ccmmtttee
of me Refor m-]
and seve r a 1 offices for
ational
Dugout,
Hultink
college publications
and
was
asked
by
the
Dugoutstudent government.
The
to
come
to
Sioux
Center
bowling alley, a feature
of student centers on man y to "help outline a cause
of action for the Dugout
large-college
campuses,
will
offer four fully e-- to serve the area, and al :
q u t p p e d lanes, and the so set up a for m which
will aid tho s e Dugouts
gam e room will contain
(please turn to page 8)
(please turn to page 8)
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December
The 1969 Dordt College
Christmas
Party will be
held Wednesday evening,
December 17, at 7:30 in
the Auditorium.
iickets
may be picked up in the
music building.
.'he re is
no charge for Dordt students; all others must pay
$1. 00.

Dave Smit Will be master of ceremonies for the
event, and a program incI uding both students and
faculty members
will be
The local Tomorrow's
presented.
fhroughout
Book Club, prompted by
the program a male octet
C h r is t mas
1969, has
will sing Christmas car1au n c h e d a program to
ols.
Mr. Warmink will
reach 15, 000 students in
sing "White Christmas",
colleges and universities
Mr. Kol dernoven will gi ve
with in the surrounding
a reading,
and Mr. and
IOO miles. The project,
Mrs. Grotenhu s will prenamed Operation Cablesent a musical duet.
gram is under the direction of two Dordt Seniors,
A Christmas lunch and
Brad
Breems
and Jim social hour will follow the
Schaap.
program.
ml

Cablegram

In a statement released
to The Diamond, Breems
said,
"Some of our students have seen the need
to make a unique contri bution to the flood of lite rature
available to the
contemporary stu den t.
Thousands of godless and
gutless writers have perverted the nation's minds- a few have answered these
men on their own level,
but with Christ in their
hearts
and admittedly in
their writing. "

The basic idea of studen t participation
was
proposed by the Dean in
September
of this year.
He then appointed a committee composed of Dr.
W. Albe rda , Dr. J. Zinkand, Dr. G. Rozeboom,
Mr. N. De Jong, Mr. R.
Vander Zee, Mr. H. De
Groot, Mr. M. Vanden
bosch, and himself
to
study the proposal.
This
committee reported to the
entire faculty; which met
before Thanksgiving; and
at this time they approved
the proposal.
The rationale and set up
of the program is reproduced on page 7.
Dr.
Ribbens will meet with interested students Dec. 16
at 7:00 pm in room CI06.

The TBC sponsored The
Folk Soc i e t y and Mr.
John Hultink, International Director
of Development for the AACS, to
formally launch the proje ct Wednesday evening.
In his statement Breems
asked students to "knock
off a dollar from one of
your conforming gifts and
give a lift to the afterChristmas
mailing campaign. "
bb

Director
D.flnes Course

in the war.
"lnsuffi~ient
e v id e.nce ", sent his expartner,
Deever, toprison and acquitted Joe. Keller's wife, Kate, played
by Carol Addink, refuses
to acknowledge that their
oldest son, La r r y, will
never return from tbe war
partly because she recognizes her husband's guilt
Their son Chris (Bill De
Jager) is more idealistic
than either of his parents~.
However neither
henor
his fiancee, Larry's
ex' ,
fiancee, Ann Deever <IUd
Rosenburger)
see
Joe's
guilt at first.
Unfoldingevents--a
visit fr om George Deever
(Larry
Meyer), tbe expressed views cf netgrrnrs ,
an d finally a letter from
Larry written before his
death- -lead Chris and Ann
to see Joe's real
guilt.
Joe himself finally see s
how Larry saw tbe twenty
dead youth. Joe says, "to
him they were all my sons.
And 1guess they were .....
Chris
tells
him that
"t her e 's a universe of
people outside and you're
responsible
to it and unless you know that you
threw away your son because that's why he died:'
Kate and Joe had refused
10 accep; this re'¥'nsibilitv
The play was presented in three previous performances
on December
12, 13, 15. Tonight's final performance
will be
at 8:00 pm.
Tickets
priced' at $1. 00 for adults
and
$0. 75 for students
will be available
at the
door.
bd
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editorial

Happy

Santaclausmas

f

/

A huge Christmas tree was formally lighted followinga grand ceremony in a
major metropolis on the American Thanksgiving Day, November 27. Most
people wouldsimply react by remarking, "Starting rather early, aren't they?"
and would let it drop at that. Buta somewhat dlffer ent atmosphere falls on the
situation when the information is divulged that the ceremony took place inan
Oriental "unChristian" city, namely Tokyo,Japan.
The fact that Christmas is "celebrated" on as large, if not a larger scale' in
Japan as inAmerica has been a knownfact for years. The "westernization" has
successfully transferred the Christmas "spirit" to this country along with tne
rest of the package which our secular society has bequeathed them.
In protest
against this secular spirit which permeates Christmas all over
the world, but especiall y in Amer tca, the StudentUnion of the Institute for Christian Scholarship in Toronto, 0 n tar i 0, has released a letter declaring their
stand on the problem and feels that it should be released ':0 the student bodyof
Dordt as well as those of other colleges of evangeltcal origin.
The letter, wr itt e n in a very radical tone, begins with "Joy to the world!
Christ is crucified in the manger! Andevangelical Christianity will once again
be silent. We will allow the Christ-child; sleeping in heavenly peace, to be
cradled powerless in the arms of Santa Claus. "
z.oox wHAT ::>ANTA
Movingfrom this startling statement, the students go on to an accusation of
FoR.
'YO V"
j-JAS
American evangelicals--"we are thirty-five million lethargic in North America"--who will pour millions into gifts which their friends and relatives do not
need and which will "superfluously pad our middle and upper class homes with letter to the editor
more junk." And evangelicals stand by shaking their heads and continue to buy
the swill for the pleasure of it.
The letter recommends a radical re-evaluation of Christmas by evangelicals
and call s for communal action to end this desecration of Christmas. It ends
with a call for a communal channeling of Christmas allowances to causes which Dear Editor,
desperately need monetary support: the Biafran hospitals, the poor, Christian
I am enjoying The Diamond very much. I like its
education, and many more worthy causes.
variety and discUSSIon01 current issues.
Althoughwe question the tone ofthe lett-er, we agree with the thesis: entirely
I would like to mention something I noticed in the
too much emphasis has been placed on the tinsel and glitter of Chr-iatrnas and Nov. 14, 1969,issue of The Diamond. On the fi r s t
~ not enough on the true and proper spirit in which it should be celebrated. And column of page one, t h ere was an article that rewe evangelicals have been gu i It y of not combatting secularism when it took ferred to "The Spiritual Activities Committee" ani
over this most holy of all occasions. The accusations of the letter fall on the on column five of the same page another article reaspect of Christmas in which we have had as great a part as the secular celferred to "The Social Activities Committee." As I
ebrants have had: gift giving; or more properly, gift exchanging.
thought about these two committees, I came to feel
Whenpersons have pointed out the encroachments of secularism on Christthat there must be something very significant behini
m~s in this aspect and have warned against,it, most people have immediately the careful distinguishing of th i s difference in the
pointed out that the custom was intitiated by the gift-bearing Magi. They gave creation order. You've got something here!
the,jirllt Chr.istmas gifts and thus set a precedent of giving which is consistent
It must mean that we a re to >;wLlY the Bible and
with the spirit of Christmas and can be Christianly followed today.
'the creation 0 rde r carefully so as to find out what
These people have not, however, seen much further than this and have not activitesarespiritual, Le., ones that have a spirit
asked themselves seriously, "Whowas the recipient of the 0- fts of the Magi?" directing and driving the participants in that activity;
and truly followed the example of the Magi, who gave their gifts to the newborn and, on the other hand, we must also discover what
Christ child.
activities do no have any spirit leading and directWith this in mind, we feel that a new approach to gift giving is in order .in ing them.
our Christian circles. In the past, Christmas has not actually been a season
In the col u m n f i v e article, it is apparent that
of "giving", but a season of "exchanging". A season in which, consciously social activities, wher e people have a happy time
or unconsciously, we have more often than not .expected and received another together, are spirit-less or n e u t r a I activities. I
present in exchange tor ours. And this detracts fr om "giving" in the fullest suppose we could discover many more activities of
sense of the word.
this type, if we investigated them carefully.
Everyone must admit that quite often they have received Christmas presents
I wonder, do you think it might be helpful for the
which prove to be, in some sense, superfluous and not really needed; Christian officers responsible for making these distinctions
education on the other hand is often struggling to maintain its existence. We
to work them out in more detail and label with some
feel that there are many more causes in the Kingdomof Christ which are wor- appropriate names such as "spiritual" and "neutral "I
thy of our money and time:
hospitals, orphanages, Christian social action,
Just think of it! All of c()llege life neatly worked
missions to lands like Japan, which has received Santaclausmas, but not Christ- out into these fundamental divisions! And it takes
mas. We feel that as evangelical Christians we should work toward denuding your breath away to think of what would happen in
America of the secular spirit of Christmas, thereby replacing the exchange another generation as when these trained college
of presents with the giving of gifts.
graduates will have written all kinds ofbooks, poems,
piays, musical compositions, travelogues, television shows, ladies' magazines, baby guidancebooks,
textbooks, educational movies, etc., and all proclaiming this difference between spiritual activities
and the other what-shall-we-call-them activities.
What a great day that will be!
Yours truly,
Published fortnightly by the students of Dordt College under the financial
auspices of the Student Council. Views expressed are not necessarely those
Richard Mills,
of the student body, faculty or administration. Subscriptions available at
Sheldon, Iowa
$2 per academic year, September to May. Address all correspondence to

Diagnosis: Schizophrenia
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Assoc. Business Managers: Marilyn Hybels, Judy Link
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Galen Ledeboer, Marla Luinenberg, James Mahaffy, Sue Maatman, Audrey
Mulder, Elsy Nederlof, Jan Rienstra, Donna Tamminga, Minnie Tensen, Darrel
Ulferts, Jake Van Breda, Karen Walhof, Katy Williams
Production Staff: Vonnie Buys, Karen De Vries, Shar Faber, Joyce Hibma,
Betty Mouw, Donna Mulder, Donna Tamminga, Gail Van Engen, Barb Vanden
Einde, Carol Vis, Jennie Wester, Irene Bolluyt, Sherri Blankespoor, Phyllis
Eisenga, Laurel Hoeflinger, Carol Jansen, Judy Link, Faye Mulder, Faith Vander
Woude

Entries Encouraged
The Arete has finally organized for the present
academic year. Editor for the publication this year
is Senior English major Ralph Huizenga. The anthology, which accepts original student work in music,
literature and art, is scheduled for publication next
spring. However, Huizenga hopes that students will
begin work on their entries as early as Christmas
vacati on and therefore provide the variety of talent
which is needed to make the Arete the best possible
collection of student art which Dordt has seen. We
of The Diamondwish to encourage students to seriously consider this opportunity for self-expression
in art and work toward submitting works of the kind
described to the Arete.
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Adams Integrates
Bible A'nd life

page three

Council:
Decisions, '

'Chorale Superb',
Concert Successful

Dr. Jay Adams of West- emphasized that when one
minster seminary was the is choosing a vocation, he
by David Sinclair
featured speaker of the m us t rem e m b e r that
In
reviewing
apr
0
g
ram
such
as
the Christmas
Spiritual Emphasis Week Christians must enter inStudent Council met on
program, one of the primary factors to consider is
heldon campus November to all areas of life 'as it is Nov. 19, Dec. 3, and a17-21
and sponsored by the stated in the Genesis Man- gain
on Dec. 10. The the purpose of such apr 0 g ram, and how well the
Spiritual Activities Com-date.
"We have to go in - Dean of the College, Dr. performance suited its purpose. In t his casc .. the
mittee, Dr. Adams' four to all areas of life to re- Douglas Ribbens, visited program can be called an unqualified success, for
lectures were united un- claim them for the glory Student Council. He point- the joy of Christmas was in the air.
The Brass Choir, under Mr. Bouma, showed the
der the g e n era 1 theme of God," Dr. Adams Con- ed out the duties of stugreatest
improvement. They were accurate, sen"Your Bible and You."
eluded.
dents on faculty commitsitive
and
effective. The pieces arranged by Mr.
Dr. Adams' first leeDr. Adams, a native of tees. Rich TerMaat, repGrotenhuis
were especially noteworthy because of
ture, "Bible Study with a Baltimore, attended John resenting the Student Pubtheir
imaginative
bandistration. They we relight,
Purpose" considered the Hopkins University. He lications Committee, also
question of how to read received his B.D. at the attended a Council meet- 1i vel y and interesting. Occasionally the attacks
the Bible profitably. In Reformed Episcopal Sern- ing. The Council tempor- were not precise, but only someone whowas writing
order to find the "telic inary in Philedelphia, his arily gave the job of for- a review would bother with that.
ltwould be trite to say that the Chorale was superb.
note" or purpose of a pas- Mas t e r s at the Temple mal organization of the
They
always are. Perhaps one of the things which
sage, one must ask him- of Theology, and his Doc- Diamond and Arete back
enables
the chorale to communicate with its audience
self the questions "what tor of Philosophy Degree to those groups. Dr. Roso
well
is its selection of music, which is always
does the Divine tell us fro m the University of zeboom a 1so addressed
interesting
and appropriate: nothing too dull, nothirg
and what does God really Missouri. At the present Council,
explaining the
so
artistically
abstruse that its meaning is lost. Tile
want to do in this passage" time, Dr. Adams teaches rationale behind the dress
music
was
aritistically
g rea t, to be sure, as to be
Dr. Adams
said. One Practical
Theology at code. The Council then degood listening as well. The brass accompaniment
mus~study such things as Westminster Theological cided to set up a committo several numbers added a sparkling facet: it rethe histortcal background Seminary. He is also a tee to discuss the code.
sounded
beautifully in the hall. It was a shame,
the language in which a counselor at the Christian
The Council has achowever, that the Magnificat could not have the full
passage is given to us, Camselling and Education quired the former TBCoforchestral accompaniment. There were a number
the theological stgnifi- Foundation.
fice for the newSC office.
of difficulties wit h t his piece anyway: the choir
cance and the rhetorical
The suggestion boxand S C
seemed a bit unsure of the notes occasionally, but
significance. "These all
bulletin board will be 10the sheer impetus of this monumental work covered
culminate in a telic note"
cated near the office. Of- a multitude of sins. The rest of the first part of the
according to Dr. Adams.
fice hours may also be
program was carried out in the same fashion: enFurthermore, through
set up.
'
ergetic and inspiring. Again, the selections themthis "Bible study can beIn financial mat t e r s ,
sel ves were apropos and fitted to the audience.
come a contemporary
Herm Van Niejenhuis,
The second half of the program was less formal:
thing, real and vital."
treasurer,
informed the
lighter
songs and audience participation. Here the
"The Bibleand Romance",
Council that $154.76 was
surprise
and hi g h li g h t of the program was Mary
was the topic of the next
colI e c ted for Bethany
Wichener's
sensitive and in all respects masterful
lecture -discu~sion. In
In. the afternoon a nd, Home. The Council also
solo
in
"A
C2ild
This"Day." The amount of appraise
his opening address. Dr. evening of Nov. I?, North decided to loan the $IQ000
rece
ived
was
proportionate
to the performance.
Adams dealt with a prob- Hall was swarrrung with in the miscellaneous fund
The
audience
participation
was something less
lem that,
accordingto people. From 4:00to
to the College
Finance
than
resounding,
due
to
the
fact
that
the organ, piano
him, develops soon after 5:00 pm and from 9:00 to Committee for the Student
and
conductor
were
all
going
different
directions at
any marriage
problem: 10:00 pm the dorm wa s Union building, to be paid
the
s
arne
time.
"Echo
Carol"
and
"The
Lolly and
com m u n i cation break- open to anyone who want- back at 7%interest.
the
Ivy"
were
also
especially
interesting,
as well
down. He then proceeded ed to see It. Quite a few
Councilchose ten names
as
the
old
favorite
"Still,
Still,
Still."
to draw from Scripture peopleavailedthemselves to be submitted
to the
Not to be forgotten, the visual aspect of the con(Ep h e s ian s 4) and his of the opportuni ty.
faculty for the fine arts
cert
was also fitting' the tuxedos and long dresses
years of counselling exIn previous yea r s , it committee. Those faculset
a
holiday mood matched by two trees and a row
perience to show how to has neen the policy of the ty members will choose
of
lights
atop the shell. The resonance
and good
solve and prevent commu- dorm to ha ve onl y one five persons from the list
sound
of
the
hall
added
substsntially
to
the
already
nication breakdown. He Open House a year. How- The Council received a
good
ens
e
m
b
1e
sound
of
both
the
Chorale
and the
constantly
emphasized ever,
a suggestion was letter from the Student UBrass
Choir.
The
con
c
e
r
t
was
a
success.
It acthat the only basis on ~deinacounselormeetnion of the Institute
of
complished
its
purpose:
not
just
to
hit
every
eighth
which meaningful commu- mg this year tha t more Christian Studies in Tornote, but also to communicate to its audience. In
nication can exist is that Open Houses be held dur- onto', Ontario. The letter
this it was a success.
of truth.
mg the yea r because of suggested t hat Council
Arather small audience the good response. The should take steps to try to
appearedVlednesdayeven- suggestion was brought haIt the commercializaing to hear the third lee- to the Dorm Council w~o tion of Christmas among
ture, "The Bible and Your then planned and orgaru- Christians. Council memV
Studies." Using for his zed the Open House.
. bers will study it along
•
basis Paul's advice
to
Ruth Van Stelle, Prest- with the Diamond staff.
The Hawkeye Young the afternoon session.
Timothy in 1 Timothy 4, ~;ntof,~e Dorm Council,
President Fernhout in- Calvinist League held its
The synod heard comMams stated that "Exams
Mom Alberda , North
formedtheCouncilthathe
Annual Fall Rally in mitteereportsintheevenare agood chance to show Hall houseparent, Mar- had' attended a meeting to Dordt's Auditorium on ing session and voted on
your progress to others Iene Folkerts, head coun- organize the Student Gov- November 26. The rally the recommendations of
around you." He explain- seuor , all agreed that the ernment Association of was held this year in the theindividual committees.
ed that "When you recog- Open House was a great the Midwest Consortium form of a Youth Synod, to The synod approved, anize it is Christ you are success. "Mom"rernanc- He reported that a Gene; which each of the seven- mong others, recommenserving and not men, that ed, "The fellas r e all y al Assembly was formed teen societies in the dations asking that the
is when real progress be- seemed to enjoy it. "Afand each college repre- league delegated f 0 u r TImothyChristian Schools
comes evident to those a- ter the evening
Open sented
will have three
young people from their admit non-white students,
round you." Progress is H 0 use,
a large crowd votes. Fernhout remarsociety.
that this admittance be
not an easy thing. One stayed in the lounge a n d ked thatitwould be a good
The purpose of the Youth paved by the local authorican only make progress gathered around th: piano openingfor Dordt to speak Synodwas to publicize the ti e s without 0 u t sid e
when he takes pains to a- to smg. Commenting On out on academics and stu- views of the youth in the pressure and that a comchieve som ething and wien th 1 s, Marlene said, "It dent rights.
league. Constitutionally mittee from outside the
he puts his heart into his was really nice the way
Eric Schilperoort,
it followed very closely community be appointed
work so that he lives it. the Open House ended. It chairman of the Viet Nam the Synodof the Christian to examine the situation;
"This will, in the long really showed
school Moratorium Committee
Reformed Church. The that a committee be aprun," he concluded, "be spirrt and unity. "
reported that it is plan: societies submitted over- pointed to study the task
a joy to your OWnsoul. "
Another Open House is ning a chapel service dur-- tures which were publish - ri seeking closer relations
In his last address, in planned for December 14, ing the second week of ed prior to the meeting. wtth the Retormed Church
chapel, Dr. Adams spoke the Sunday before Christ- January. It will be pat- Committees appointed'
of America; and that-the
on "The Bible and Your mas vacation. This time terned after the October previous to.the synod dis- Young Calvinist publish a
Vocation." Dr. Adams(Please turn to page seven) 15 observance.
kw
cussed the overtures in (Please turn to page seven)

Motions

North Hall

Opens Up

Synod Expresses

h' 0pinions
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Council Sets Up Shop
The 1969-70 Student Council has now been in action two months.
Student body president Harry Fernhout, in a Diamond interview.
stated that he is "happy with the way things are rolling." Social
activities, the Freshman Directory, the Christmas Party, Homecom i ng, and the Fine Arts Festival are among the projects on
which the Council has been working:
The Co u n c i I has been briefly active relative to student dress
and appearance. According to Fer nhout, "the first we heard of it
was when we got an invitation to supper about three or four weeks
ago. Rev. Haan told us about the Administration's plan to enforce
their statement on hippy style in terms of telling certain characters to get their hair cut. At that time students reacted rather
negatively to what he said. We had a really good discussion afterwards among the students (at which Rev. Haan wasn't present because he had another meeting) and the students tended to want to
see action, if any action was taken, in terms of speaking to the
whole student, his attitude and commitment. We hate to see the
matter of hippy life style made into a problem only of hair. "
After a second
meeting, students obtained an administrative
promise to delay action until after Thanksgiving, and to consider
handing 'the problem to the Behavior and Discipline Committee,
which, Fer n h 0 u t commented, "usually only deals with a clear
breaking of a specific rule, but personally I think they could and
should also deal with things like this where life style is involved...
They [the Behavior and Discipline Committee] are in the process
of discussing this. "
Fernhout stated his position, "I keep thinking, too, 'What a stu-

Weather Or Not?

by Carol Addink

pid, peripheral issue to be involved in.' I suppose it's a matter
of changing the whole approach to student behavior and appearance
from one of strictly rules enforcement to total person treatment
although I want to be the last one to deny, too, the necessity of
rules enforcement, especially for the dorm counsellors. They
have a very difficult job as far as what to do. "
The M0 rat 0 r i u m Day Prayer Service was a new step for the
Council. As mentioned in the previous Diamond, a committee is
working on possible services or activities. Another unusual step
for the Council has been the loaning of ten thousand dollars to the
college in order to begin work on the new Student Center.
Future plans include a revision of the Student Publications Committee and working with the faculty in appointing students to many
campus committees presently consisting of only faculty member s,
The Council also plans to set up an office in the former Tomorrow's Book Club premises.
"Hopefully we'll set up shop there
during the week, " said Fernhout, "We'll have a council member
there and students can come in, and we can reach the students in
a more direct way."
The Council
is functioning well, but Fernhoutnoted, "maybe
it's because of the nature of our set-up, but we have a tendency
to get bogged down with social activities and problems along that
line. We spend our evenings debating those things and miss some
of the important problems really going on on campus."
Fernhout concluded by inviting students to make use of the new
office to bring problems and suggestions to the Council. Definite
office hours have not yet been set, but will be made public soon.

1Tj
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by Myron 810m

~

The journey last month of the Apollo 12 astronauts Conrad,
Bean and Gordon, recalls to mind man's historic first flight to the
moon earlier this year. On July 20, 1969, Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin, with Mike Collins orbiting overhead in the mother
spacecraft, stepped out of their Lunar Landing Module onto the
moon--the first human beings ever to do so. The awesomeness
of their accomplishment moved Armstrong to proclaim this to be
"one small step for man, but one giant leap for mankind, " which
truly it was.
But..-the two astronauts did not touch down at Tranquility Base
for the mere sake of saying they had been there. Their's was no
mean "frolic through the moon-dust, " so to speak, for they were
+
commissioned to bring back materials from the moon's surface
is that the moon rocks are composed in part of Kryptonicum 283,
for an earthly analysis. Hence, they scooped up samples of rocky
soil into small plastic "gold-dust bags"--approximately 80 pounds' a substance unknownin its natural state on earth, but quite prevalent in the moon rock samples. This material, however, had been
worth. The 4.5 billion-year-old rocks--as old as the moon itcreated synthetically in t est tub e s by scientists, but to a very
self--were then to be transferred to NASA's Lunar Receiving
miniscule
and controlled extent. For Kryptonicum 283 is extreme
Laboratory in Houston, Texas. After a quarantine period of 50ly
volatile
and capable of expanding quite rapidly. Therein lies
80 days, the rocks were to be released to 140 principal investigapart
of
its
.dangerous
properties, but by far its greatest danger
tors in the United States, covering areas of scientific study such
lies
in
Its
far-reaching
effects.
Apparently, as explained by
as physics, cosmochemistry, mineralogy, petrology, and microNASA's Dr James Burdick, if ever just a few particles of this
biology. These investigators hoped to find in the rock samples
clues to heretofore unsolved mysteries ofthe earth' s solar system. substance were released to come into contact with the atmosphere"
While, however, the moon-rocks were still quarantined, and it would effect a severe change in the complicated chemical reactions brought to bear in such an operation, Dr. Burdick stressed
before they were released to outside investigators, a preliminary
that
such a deterioration of weather conditions would result in a
team of approximately 22 NASAscientists was hard at work ex
subsequent
deterioration in the natural habitats and environments
amining the samples. Because of the potential danger inherent in
of
all
living
creatures, man incl uded. Ultimately, this could onhandling materials of an extraterrestrial nature, the scientists
ly
end
in
the
destruction of all living matter in the affected area.
had to undergo elaborate precautions during the investigations.
Hence,
he
said,
the elaborate precautionary measures taken to
Before entering the vacuum chamber rooms in Building 37 of HousInsure
the
complete
Isolation of the moon rocks, which contained
ton's Manned Spacecraft Center, the workers bad to remove their
the
potentially
harmful
Kryptonicum 283 in abundant porportion.
street clothes, and don surgeon's whites. Then (and also at the
Nevertheless,
despite
the intricate precautions put into effect,
end of the day) they were made to walk through a tunnel lined with
a
small
piece
..
o
f
moon-rock
was removed from the quarantine
ultraviolet rays. In the laboratory itself were constructed boxes
somewhere
near
the
end
of
the
month of September. It now apwith rubber-glove-equipped access holes to permit sterile handyears
that
one
of
the
22
scientists
on the preliminary investigaling.
ting
tearn
,
whowas
not
identified
for
security
measures, absconded
Onlyafter such a period of quarantine werethe rocks permitted
with
the
sample,
determined
to
conduct
some
diabolical research
to be distributed, under the auspices of the Lunar Analysis Planon
his
own.
The
Texas
Rangers,
and
more
importantly,
the FBI,
ning Team, with some scientists receiving samples smaller than
were
immediately
notified
and
the
FBIquickly
organized
an
extena pinch of snuff. Others received chips, slices, and chunks of the
sive
investigation
and
manhunt.
Acting
on
anonymous
tips
and
rock, with the largest weighing not more than a half a pound.
informants'
information,
the
FBI,
as
related
by
Inspector
Lewis
This, then, is a summary of some of the actions and events
surrounding the flight of Apollo II this past summer. I do not in- Skerne, finally caught up with the fugitive scientist in Des Moines,
Iowa, on the night of Tuesday, November II. But it was too late.
tend to elaborate on these points, for they have all been already
chronicled and preserved for posterity, and quite well, I might The scientist, realiztng that FBI agents were closing in on him,
add. For it can be seen that this is not a highly scientific paper, had climbed to the top of Des Moines' highest structure, the Prunor do I in the wildest stretch of my imagination desire it to be. dential Life Insurance Building, and released the material into the
Normally, said Inspector Skerne, the substance
The crux of this article lies in something far more devious in pur -' atmosphere.
pose--something connected with Apollo II to be sure, but never- would had to have been discharged from a really tall structure, in
theless totally at variance with the scientific and humanitarian ob- order for it to be absolutely effective. But since Iowa has no imposing mountains or deep valleys which contribute noticeably to
jectives of space flight research.
.
The following scheme was unfolded last month at the Apollo 12 its atmospheric condition's, the height at which the material was
released by the sc.ientist was enough to produce the expected but
pre-flight press conference. The revelations were necessarily
somewhat secretive and piecemeal, but enough of the facts could undesired effect. In short, the damage was done.
At the time of the press conference on November 14, which, as
be pieced together to formulate the story about to be told.
I have stated, was held in connection with the Apollo 12 blast-off,
It seems that when the plans for the quarantine were originally
drawn up and announced, the real reasons for it were passed over the effect of the mad scientist's deed had not yet materialized.
(Please turn to page five)
lightly or perhaps even omitted outright. The fact of the matter
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Good-bye, No. One!
Monday, December I, marked the debut of Nixon's draft lottery
system. All the dates of the year, including leap year's February 29,
were drawn from a fish -bowl and tabulated I through 366. September 14was envied by all, holding down the first position. June 8
slipped into last place. Celebrations by those in either position
are inevitable. To break a tie, which could result if two men with
the same birth dates were I-A, eligible draftees, letters of the
alphabet were also picked.
All deferment details are not yet spelled out, but presumably
college students would be deferred till graduation and then enter
the "hat" as 19-year-olds, while retaining the lottery number they
received when 19. Each December a new listing of dates will take
place, but defer red persons, again, will retain their original listing. Draft officials established probability categories to somewhat guide America's youth. The categories are as follows: the
first one-third very likely will be called up, the second one-third
have a 50-50 chance, and the third one-third have a good chance
of not being called up.
The Diamondpoll on the lottery produced some interesting observations , Only 20% of Dordt's students filled in and returned
the poll, probably because it was handed out at the chapel sessions.
The polled students included men and women of both the U. S. and
Canada. Sixty-five American men responded, and their lottery
numbers fell nearly equally in each category. One male student
in the first category stated, "I'm going in tomorrow: "
The majority of these men felt this system superior in fairness to the old system, that it would reduce the number of college
draft escape students, and that it is fairest to retain certain deferments. One man, however, said, "In regard to number 4, a distinction should be made between fair and just. Elimination of all
deferments would be fairer in that everyone would have an absolutely equal chance of being called. However, this would not necessarily be more just, since some occupations or professions are
more important than serving in the army." One person declined
to answer whether deferments affected the system's fairness for
better or for worse. but declared, "I believe the educated (or

page five

by Warren Swier

"educating") should be exempted, since they represent the leaders
of our country--and we need leaders. "
Sixteen Canadian men andwomenalso answered the poll. Their
enlightening remarks were very much appreciated. One said, "Too
bad for the guys at the bottom of the list." We must excuse the
Canadians in this matter, for it does not much affect them. But
regarding the quote, this person was either extremely strong on
the idea of one's national patriotism or was reading the list upside-down.
Oddly enough, more American women answered than men. Is
this indicative of their concern over the possible reduction of
"eligible" men? The majority of the ninety-four women felt that
this system is much fairer than the old draft system. But there
womencould not fully agree on all the questions. An overall majority felt the new lottery would reduce the number of men in college primarily to avoid the draft, but the twenty-one senior girls
who responded felt the number would not become smaller. Again,
an overall majority, although slim, stated that the elimination of
all deferments wouldnot make the system fairer. Diversity ruled
the percentages here. The thirty-three freshmen girls responding drew an even 50%to 50%. The eighteen sophomores along with
the seniors agreed with the majority. This time the junior girls
differed, responding with a 60%to 40%majority feeling that elimination of deferments produced the fairest system.
All in all the poll was successful, for various views, disagreements, and questions found their way to the space left for comments, and here the heart of the whole matter appears. The
question most often raised demanded an explanation of the "criterion for fairness." The new system, some feel, helps the 19year-old to know his standing and therefore plan his career. The
counter-statement explains that those in the middle category are
still "in the dark" about their future.
One man wrote, "All based on chance--not Christian. But
another said, "We as Americans must be willing to serve our
country with honor. Which system they use to select men for the
army we must be willing to conform to. "

Anti-anti -anti-evolutionism!
Evolution and the Chrishan Faith by BoltonDavidheiser. Nutley, NewJersey: Presbyterian and
Reformed Publishing Co.,
1969. $6.50.

"Anti-evolution" writers tend to a large extent to be concerned
laymen and theologians who rightly see the effects of this belief
on the i r faith. Unfortunately their basic perception of the antiChristian nature of the dogma can not replace a lack of technical
knowledge in their criticism of the scientific character of their
opponents' work. One finds it refreshing,
therefore, to read
this anti -evolutionist work by a qualified biologist.
The author, Dr. Davidhetser , has a doctorate in Zoology from
John Hopkins University with the background of tea chi n g at two
colleges. His breadth of knowledge can be measured by the extent of his effective coverage of the field. He deals with most of
the common problems one is confronted with in this area: embryology, genetics, taxonomy, tosstl s, etc. His discussion of the
problem s an anti-evolutionist faces also include contemporary
'and less mentioned topics such as: creation of life (DNAreplication), serological experiments, animal distribution, and ecological evidence.
One might think from such a list that the aut h 0 r is writing in
language difficult for the laymen to under'stand. That, however,
is not the case. Dr. Davidheiser's whole approach is to present
with quotes the proofs t hat are often thrown at the 1a y man and
(Continued from page four)
But this was only because, as Dr. Burdick pointed out, five or six
days are usually needed for the atmospheric changes to come into being. And, he said, when they do come around November
17, * things would get much worse for Iowa before they get better,
if indeed they would get better at all.
But even in this deplorable situation, there was a note of ironic
consolation to be found. For, as Inspector Skerne aptly put it,
"The weather. in Iowa is so notoriously bad to begin with, the
people there WIllprobably notice little or no change at all. "
"ed. note: (1969's historic first blizzard)

by James Mahaffy
then cite evidence which shows lack of certainty in scientific circle-s ffifdother evidence that is not mentioned; While an argument
from quotes has the definite advantage of presenting the veryarguments the reader
is most apt to be confronted with, there is
occasionally a tendency for the writer to take a quote that supports
his case, 'but fails to do full justice to his source's meaning. For
example, a geologist admits that his reasoning is circular in dating rock layers by fossils and vica versa, yet a look at the reference shows that he considers the argument circular only until
one also notes that some of these fossil-bearing layers lie on top
of each other, when under his evolutionistic principles of development and uniformity of strata
layering, the argument is conclusive.
Anoccasional misconstruing of a writer's intended meaning does
not lessen the general weight ofthe author's argument, which does'
not in ten d to present the technical details but from a knowledge
of the subject present a Christian view showing the other "facts"
that are so rarely mentioned. Many of us have probably read in
Time or elsewhere that the degree of reaction of b 10 0 d sera of
various organisms directly correlates the evolutionary relationship. Few people also know that, for example, Kingfishers and
petrals (birds) are more closely related to dogs than to chickens,
and that five different horses had entirely different evolutionary
relationships by this same test. One hears a lot about the fossil
evidence in the different rock layers, but little about the fossilized pollen of con i fer s and flowering plants in rocks classified
pre-Cambrian. C c does one hear much mention of human footprint fossils with dinosaur footprints? Although evolutionists will
be sure to present evidence that can be e a s i 1Y interpreted from
selection
value, it avoids things that seem to lack it, such as
beauty and accessories (horns on moose).
This book also points out the difference between the anti -antievolutionist's ide a of the anti -evolutiontst and his rea 1 point of
view. In dealing with created kinds the for mer may accuse the
latter of identifying
it rigidly with species. The Creationists
should not therefore widen his definition from species to genus or
family but realize that he is using a human classification system
that is often varied as more is known about an organism; in other
words, classification is tentative.
.Thr?ughout the book the author sees clearly the conflict between
hIS faith and the faithlike character of the evolutionists. Yet, perhaps because of his "fundamentalistic" outlook, he fails at times
to see the reason for and nature of the evolutionistic faith. Although he traces the Iong history of the movement and sees some
of its social influence, the Christian's only difference appears to
be m areas Immediately connected to the evolutionist's denial of
the historicity of the Bible; Despite this weakness, Evolution and
the Christian Faith presents well the arguments one is most apt
tolJe confronted with and provides help in answering them.
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The Blurbal Fallacy
by David Sinclair
Nicholas and Alexandria by Robert K. Massie. New York' Dell
Publishing Co., 1967
Jacket blurbs are perhaps one of the fields in which a young person today can indulge his creative activity. There are times when
it may take real imagination to sex up a certain book. Nicholas
and Alexandra is a case in point' "The Story of the Love that Ended an Empire."
That, of course, is nonsense. The book does
not treat a sensational romantic affair bringing about the downfall
of the Romanov dynasty. It is a readable account of the historical
cultural, economic and political trends which contributed toward
the revolution.
Mr. Massie seems to feel that to understand the events and effects surrounding any historical happening, it is first necessary
to understand the people who are involved in history and how their
milieu contributes to their various reactions. This has an effect
on the, characters which is not often found they become human
beings and not cardboard figures tromping across the stage. His
description of the private lives of the Romanov family show that
Nicholas was more than a weak Tsar; or rather, it shows exactly
what his-weaknesses were, and how they contributed to the political and economic decline of his country.
It is for this reason that in the bibliography, the primary sources are so important: he uses private correspondence, memoirs,
and diaries more than he uses interpretive sources. His interpretive sources seem, by the way to be reasonably up to date,
with a few ex p e c t i 0 n s. The use of primary sources indicates
something about Massie's historical method. It indicates that in
this book he does more than simply rehash older interpretations"
that he feels the need to interpret the basic facts in a new light.
Historical facts are, after all, historical facts. It is the amount
and kind of interpretation involved that differ from one writer to
the next.
Sometimes, however, this historical met hod seems to ignore
the impact of the events of the times, placing all the causation up
on the interaction of persornlities.
This technique is just as extreme as the cardboard figure technique in its own way, but it has
a special advantage. It makes for a history much more readable
for the layman.
Not being a historian, r found Nicholas and Alexandra interes-

.-

Nicholas and Alexandra aboard their royal yacht, the Standart.

ting and impressive.
It does not altogether ignore political history, but seems to assume a basic knowledge of the facts. At moments it tends to become rather anecdotal than historical, but at
all times it is interesting. The quotations, from both primary
and secondary sources, are brief, to the point and readily comprehensible. All, however, are slanted to the author's bias toward the Royal Family as a group of human beings.
Massie seems strongly sympathetic with the Romanov family,
compassionate toward the amount of family feeling evident in the
work of N i c hoi as. He finds this something of a clue to understanding the statecraft of this last of the Romanovs, and there is
no doubt much to be said for this approach. One wonders if Massie is not trying to say something about contemporary American
politics by giving this new slant to the politics of the early part of
this century.
It is much more evident, however, that Massie is saying something about revolutionaries. The manner in which he tells of the
actions of the Russian revolutionaries in their conduc t toward the
royal family seem to be his ideas about what will happen if we regard history as an on-going parade of events and documents and
disregard the human factor so important in the conduct of a state.
Nicholas and Alexandra is a book to be recommended simply
for its freshness of approach. In reading it, however, the refer-ences to the general
theory of how history operates and what
makes the world tick are also important. It may not be "Christian" but it is 'worthwhile and interesting.

1'y Lai-Who's To Blame?
The sting of My,Lai is slowly subsiding into a swollen clot of
injured pride.
What really did happen at the now-famous point,
on the Vietnam countryside is not really known, and perhaps may
never be. Unless one can claim to be a bystander or participant
in the incident, the real facts may never be uncovered and granted to John Q. PUblic. If four, or forty, or four-hundred Vietnamese died in the slaughter, the difference in itself is not vital.
The fact of the matter is that My Lat!s have happened, are happening, and will happen in Vietnam, France, the Phillipines, and
wherever man c h 0 0 s e s to show his beastly masculinity in the
future. Obscenities like this happen when man turns to the sword
for an answer to problems. Wherever homelands have been invaded by al i en mercenaries, native men, women and children
have been tragically slain in the name of "freedom". Wars are
like that.
To punish these men without consideration would be equivalent
to blanketing the Black race as inferior because their literacy
rate is lower. These men, as are all our armed servicemen are
products of a system, a system that requires precision, respect,
and the abolition of individual thought. The necessity of such a
system in time of war, and as a precautionary force in time of
peace is unfortunately but realistically apparent. At.the present
time we are engaged
in a war. 40,000 young Americans have

Dordt

Leads Story

For the past four Satur-day mornings.
Nov. 8
through Dec. 6, Dordt student volunteers from the
Library Science class have
read books to a group d
second and third graders
at the Sioux Center Public
Library during the librar-y's regular" Story Hour."
Rising early for this lOII A. M. program,
the
readers were faced with
approximately forty wideeyed and responsive youngsters seated on the read-

Hour

ing-room floor of the library's new building.
Arrangements for this
subs ti t u tion of readers
were made by Mr. David
Netz , i nstrucro r in Library
Science, and Soux Center's
head-librarian. Mrs. Stexe
Siebersma. Mr. Netz says
he likes to think of those
participating in this activityas "practice teaching".
This could very well be
true. because, while this
(please turn to page 7)

by Jim Schaap
died in Vietnam and countless young men and women who claim
North Vietnam as their pride or go under the banner of neutrality
have likewise been victims of man's greatest foolishness.
Vietnam is war. To persecute all of the Second World War's
murderers would have filled our courts for years, and just as we
cannot let this atrocity go unpunished, it is equally imperative
that we look at the situation, the system, and the reasoning behind our involvement before we persecute the persecutors.
Civilian m 0 r a I standards are hardly applicable to situations
which arise in a time of war. Mental fortitude is so precariously suspended through extended exposure to violence, blood and
death, that action and reaction can hardly ever be rational, much
less humane.
The greatest sin which has become apparent through the incident at My Lai is that this has to happen in Vietnam. Here in
Vietnam where we are a police force, a panel of advisors for the
SouthVietnamese, and a defensive maneuver to repel the godless,
ruthless, and inhumane North Vietnamese. War is war, it is
never hum a n e. What should be on trial is our commitment to
this minute country. A commitment that has turned into the longest war ever fought by our powerful country and its overpowering
national army.

Calendar (I)'

eOHWuj IJ~

December l5--Facultywives Christmas party--Commons
Play--All My Sons--Old Gym.
December 16-- Basketball: Dana-there.
December 17--All School Christmas Party.
December l8--Basketball: Sioux Falls--here.
December 19--l2:10--Christmas recess begins.
January
January
January
January

6--7:35--Classes resume.
7--Basketball: Huron--here.
10- Basketball: St. Paul--here.
13-Marine Corps Visit
Discovery I: "Hidden Invaders" with JohnA
Olthius ,
January 15- Basketball: Midwestern--there.
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STUDENT PARTICIPATION ON FACULTY COMMITTEES

So'i Deo Gloria ala Beethoven

Rationale

1.

by Jim Tuuk
For Dordt College and its music Department, Friday, November 21, 1969was the high-point in its history thus far. To bring together the Concert Choir
ofa small, relati vely youngcollege and a profes sional
symphony orchestra is indeed an achievement worth
remembering.
The Sioux City Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Leo Kucinski performed part one of the
program. The first two selections, "The Overture
to the Mer r y Wi ve s of Windsor" by Nicolai and
Schubert's "SymphonyinbMinor (Unfinished)," were
plagued by a few persisting problems. Faulty intonation between and within the woodwind, brass, and
lower string sections was universal throughout the
compositions. Alack of rhythmic unity and ensemble
sound marred the beginning of both selections. Many
wrong notes
thi-brasses also contributed to-ihe
weakness of their renditions.
The violins, predictably the strongest section, did
an excellent job of the recapitulation of the first move
ment in the Schubert. The trio sections involving
clarinet, oboe and flute in the second movement
showed a sensitivity not present before, highlighting
this movement.
The final selection of the orchestra, and by far
their best, was Tschaikowsky's impressive "March
Slav". Intonation was a lesser problem, the brasses
showing better blend though overnlowing occasion-,
ally. The middle anthem section and the tympaniaccompanied theme were high-points of the March.
In Part II of the program, the Concert Choir and
a somewhat smaller Sioux City Symphony combined
to perform Beethoven's Mass in C Major. Most
impressive from the start was the facility with which
conductor Grotenhuis controlled both groups. His
many meaningful motions and cues to orchestra and
chorus showed a thorough grasp of the score.
The reduced ensemble that accompanied the choir
provided a sound that rtvarecrtrnot surpassedthat of
the larger group: intonation problems were minimal.
The blend of chorus and orchestra was quite good,
but proved a little too much for the female soloists
who had difficulty piercing the texture. The male
soloists suffered less from this problem: the enthusiasm of Jim Petersen's performance and the strength
and confidence of Jerry Vreeman's performance and
stage presence cannot escape mention.
The triumphant and well articulated "Cum Sancto
Spiritu" fugue at the conclusion of the Gloria and the
reverence of the Sanctus , even thoughcontrasted by
an extremely noisy audience, proved high-lights of
the work. The quartet
of the Benedictus was the
most outstanding of the soloists' performance.
The chorus articulated well throughout except in a
few pianissimo sections where the orchestra did not
effectively compliment the voices. The blend within the chorus itselfwas excellent; the orchestra succeeded in complementing it in all but a few rare
cases.
With the inception and development of the Sioux
County Orchestra, and the prospect of another combination with the SiouxCity Symphony; the college and
local community <all look forward eagerly tom ore
concerts of this type.

in

(synod, cont'd from p. 3)

monthly movie review.
The synod defeated two
recommendations asking
that the Christian Reformed Church allocate $ 800
for radio
spot commerical s and that a
scholarship fundfor training worthy young people
not be established.
The Chairman pro-tern
was Rev.LoutsTamminga,
pastor of Bethel Chr.istian
ReformedChurch, the convening church. Dave IE
Ridder, a Dordt student
from SiouxCenter, chaired the evening session.
The Hawkeye League
will publish an Acts of
Synod soon.
sm

The personnel of Dordt College consists of three groups: administration,
faculty and students. Within this context faculty committees study academic and student-life
problems-problems which indeed relate to all three parties.
The insight and opinion of responsible
students would be beneficial in expediting the work of these committees.
Although student views could be obtained in other ways, only by student (voting) membership can the student assume the responsibility of committee participation.
Working with
a number of faculty members the student members will not be in any position to usurp authorityover,
or wrest control from, the faculty.
They will be able, however, to experience something of the concern, gravity and perplexities their teachers find in committee
work.

2.

Having students working on committees, shoulder-to-shoulder
with faculty members, will
demonstrate the genuine interest and common goals faculty and students share in the educational experience.

3.

Service on faculty

committees

will be an educational

experience

for the student.

Membership
The cominittee

recommends that two students be assigned to each standing

faculty

committee.

Selection
1.

To implement the selection and assignment of students the committee
taining of a gross list of available students by
a)
b)
c)

2.

3.

asking for student volunteers,
seek ing faculty nominations,
receiving suggestions from the student cou~cil.

The committee
eligibility:
a)
b)
e)

recommends the ob-

recommends that the following

policy be established

in determining

membership limited to full-time juniors or seniors,
students to have 2.75 cumulative G.P.A.
or better,
students to serve on no more than one committee in any given academic

year.

The committee recommends that a standing faculty committee composed of the Dean of
the College, the Dean of Students, two students, one of'whom shall be the President of
the Student Council, and three faculty members be appointed to obtain the gross list,
select the actual student members from the gross list, and assign them to the respective
committees.
This committee will also brief students as to their duties as committee members. A further mandate of this committee will be the subsequent evaluation of student
parHeipCltion on faculty committees.

("Story Hour" cont'd
from page 6)
activity gives the futu r e
teacher a chance to test
his ability to communicate
with children, it also gives
the library science major
an opportunity to test his
abilities in supervising a
"Story Hour, 'I an event
fast becoming a regu 1ar
p r act ice in 1i b rarres
throughout the c 0 unrry,
The sgnificarx:e ofa "Story
Hour" lies in its effectiveness in bringing youngsters into the library and
in hopefully making regular visits habitual.
J

Music Department
Joins Variety, Quality

vided the general public
with the entertaining numbers. One cannot help but
notice that the efforts of
A Ia r g e, appreciative the Concert Choir were
audience gathered Tues- not pointed directlyat this
day evening, November Il, concert, but at a future eto he a r a multi -faceted vent.
concert presented by the
With respect to the Chomajor music ensembles of rale, one has to admire
Dor dt,
The audience ex- the selection of the numpected quality and enter- bers and me fine sense
tainment, They were not of tone and balance with
disappointed.
which they were presentHighlights of the even- ed, Because of extraning included the numbers eo u s frequencies being
The Sioux Center Public presented by the Chorale, generated by certain melibrary, with Mrs. Jane the initial appearance of ch a ni cal conveniences,
Boeyinkas the regular su- the Brass Choir and the the diction of the Williams
pervisor, has set up six- .fi r s t performance of a was lost in certain parts
week periods this fall for composition by Mr. Ger- of the auditorium.
\
separate "Story H0 u r " ald Bouma of the Music
All in all it was an egroups of pre-schoolers
Department
entitled!
vening worth the admisthrough third
graders.
" Sk etc h. "
sion price one had to sacThey offer art, r e cor ds
The Concert Band very rifice at the door.
and films suited to each ably ac c om panied
Mr.
age level in addition to the Boumain the presentation
stories. Mr. Netz hopes of "Sk etc h."
Although
for more college student there were intonation
(dorm, cont'd from p.3)
participation in this sort problems, particularly in the dorm will be open
The Dordt Chapter of the.
of activity in the future.
the woodwinds, which per- from2:00t05:00andfrom
American Guild of Organbd sisted throughout the ~8:30tolO:30pm.
Accordists will present the third
vening, the total sound of ing to Ruth, the public
in a series of Advent recitals on Wednesday, De- Janicl"Jasper and bass vo- the band seems to be quite will also be invited towell developed. The ap- this Christmas
Open
cember 17 at I :00 pm it calist Andy Visser.
the Bethel Christian Re- - Two earlier student re- pea ran c e of the Brass House. The Dorm Counformed Church. The pro- citals were held at Bethel Choir was a welcome ad- cil is planning to adveron December 3 and Dec- dition to the program even tise on the radio, in the
gram, under the direction
though
they need more newspaper,
and with
of Miss Joan Ringerwole, ember 10.
The A. G. O. is tenta- time to realize their full posters in town.
am
instructor of Music, will
feature organists Yvonne ti vely planning a series of potential.
ch
Co k , Jenine Prins, and Lenten recitals.
The Male Chorus pro-

AGO Presents

Advent Recita's

(Due to production schedules, among
other things, The Diamond was unable to publish this previously - - Ed.)
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Defenders
Challe-up
3-' Record

Ominous Names Dominate 1M V'ball
Men's 1. M. Volleyball
League A
1. The Wipeouts
2. The Slammers
3. The Hydra
4. Daniel's Lions
5. Steve's Spikers
6. The Wild Bunch
7. Soul Brothers

Wins
1
2
2

Women's 1. M. Volleyball
League A
l. Undertakers
2. The Jokers
3. The Peckel'S
4. Chatterbone
5. Phyl's Fillies
6.. Energetics

Loss
3
3
2
1
3

1
1

1
2
2

The Defenders, after
2
facing four tough teams,
1
3
havea record
of three
4
wins and one loss. They
League B
have defeated Bethel Coll. Lustful Lovelies
1
1
lege, 72-57, Huron ColLeague B
2. The Hustlers
1
2
lege by the score of 80 to
1
1. Stanley's Steamers
3. Schrompers
2
4
76, and Westmar by a tal2. Hogan's Heroes
4. Al Levttes
2
ly of 95-79. The lone loss
1
3
3. Spiking Sicks
5. Spikeroos
2
2
1
was to' Northeastern Neb4. O. T. A. E. 'ers
6. No Names
1
raska College, 86-67.
3
5. Screwdrivers
2
1
The Defenders opened
6. Les Jacques
League C
1
3
the season with a victory
7. The Pushovers
1. Betty's Bombers
1
over Bethel College, Sat2. Swinging Sweethearts
2
urday, November22. The
3. Woude's Scouties
1
1
Defender's hustle and over4. Bleeker's Squeekers
1
1
all play pushed them past
5. Misses and Mrs.
2
the Min n e a pol i steam.
6. Cole's Coolies
1
Larry Louters led the attack with 23 points, followed by Terry Van HofSponsored by the Social nie Boeveturned the famwegen and Marly Broek
Activities
Committee, the iliar story of the "Three (Hultink, cont'd from p. 1)
with 14 and 11 points renow being con c eived in
Dordt Student Talent Show Bears" into opera form.
specti vely.
Chicago
andPennsylHumorous monologues
The second victory was was held Saturday night,
vania.
snatched, Tuesday, Nov- November 15. Dick Rit- inc 1u de d Pam DeBoer,
Wh i 1e here, Hultink
-ember 25, by nipping Hur- zema and Dale Bovenkamp who, dressed as a typical represented the AACSin
on College. The first half emceed the event, which ba s e ba 11 player, gave several speeches in area
at the Bat"; and
was very close but the De- consisted of solos, duets, "Casey
Monday, November 24,
..Little
M
i
k e " (Evie Van high schools ,youthgroups
monologues,
and
skits.
fenders held a slim three
and meetings - -Including marked the second of the
Over thirty stu den t s Wyhe) described his verpoint 1e a d at half time.
Dordt's Bible discussion concerts sponsored by the
participated
in the pro- sion 0 f the first ThanksLarry Louters opened the
group. Speaking from his Sioux County Concert Assecond half with 8 straight g l' am, presenting light, gi v i n g , An Anonymous wide knowledge of publi- sociation with the per Duoproduced "The Rozepoints that gave the De- humorous numbers and
cations, he emphasized formance of pianist Mary
so
me
of
a
more
serious
boom's
+ 40 years."
fenders enough of a lead
the lack of Christian textMusical selecJudgingtrom the amount books in Chri stian schools. Boehm.
to hold off Hunon'.s come- nature.
Miss Boehm began the
tions included vocal solos of laughter and applause
back attempts,
He also stressed the need evening with Bach's "OrJim e a c h 0 f the performers for a Christian post-gradTerry
Van Hofwegen, by Jack Schreurs,
Peterson,
and
Karl
Neerreceived, both during and uate school such as the gan Prelude in G Minor",
p l a yin g an outstanding
parts of the "Sonato No.
game, dominated the game hof; a vocal trio by Carl after their presentations, Institute for Christ ian
60in CMajor" by Haydn,
for the Defenders, both of- and Howard Nunnikhoven onemay conclude that the Studies in Toronto, one of and several pieces by R:e:Ifensively and defensively. and Gary Verhoef; a pi- talent program was a suc- the few graduate schools erick Chopin: "Waltz in
ml
He tossed in29 points and ano and clarinet duet by cess.
in the world relating all C Sharp Minor Op, 64,
led the team in rebound- Lambert Zuidervaart and
of life to God and thus a No.2",
"Nocturne in C
ing. Larry Louters also Barb Huisman; and the
true university.
Minor,
Op,
48"; and "Ehad a fine night scoring Senior Barbershop Quar(student
union,
cont'd
tude
in
C
Minor
Op, 10,
tet; Ron Vos, Jim Velt26 points.
from
page
1)
No.
12".
The Defenders suffered kamp, Carl Nunnikhoven
After intermission the
their first loss to North- and Vern Meenderinck,
several
billiard
tab
1e
s
J
music
took on a lighter,
eastern Nebraska, Wed- sang two numbers. Hu- besides creating space iru
more
comtempomry
note.
nesday, December
g. morous duets were pre- the commons and the baseMiss
Boehmplajed
Claude
by "Mrs." Ron
Northeastern held a three sented
ment of the class-room
Debussy's "Reflects dans
Schaap
and
Jerry Vreepoint lead at half time.
building.
L'eau", "Clair de Lurie",
The Defender's Larry Lou- man, and country bumpBoersma
explained
that
and
"Teccata", attempts
tel'S and Terry Van Hof- kins Duaneand Larry Ad- the student union would
to
catch
..those fleeting
wegen,
with some fine din k , "Nobody's Chil- function as a self-sustainmoments
of beauty which
shooting early in the sec- dren" presented three se- ing business enterprise
surround us in our daily
ond half, gave their team lections of roc k music. - -it would rna k e profits
li ves , .. "TWo Folksongs"
a short lead. Northeast- The College Manor Opera to cove l' operating exThis
year
1.
M.
bowl-,
byZoltan
Kodaly emphaern's good shooting team Company, Karen Van Til, penses and pay the balance Ing will have a new out- sized her expert control
erased the lead of the De- Judi Fluck, Karen Nieuw- on its $480,000 govern - look the 1. M. Council has and finger dexterity, The
fen del's
and held it the sma, Ila Vande Kerk, ment loan, Itwould offer announced. Each team concert ended with a very
Marcia Sturing, and Conrest of the game.
manyoftheg()odsandserwill be required to bowl contemjnrar-y picce which
The Defenders were Innvices nowavailable in var- in direct competition a - "exhausts the resources
dicapped with a 28%shoot-ious parts of Sioux Cen- gainst every other team ofthe piano" - -LiIEt's "Aping average
and fouls. for Westmar at the half. tel', but in a single, on- this year. The winner in res une Lecture 'ctuIarte",
They picked up 29 fouls Westmar maintained their campus location.
each match will be that
The pianist responded
lead until the last 8 minin the game.
utes of the game when
Boersma
commented team which compiles the toa duttfull y applauding
Warren Vander Polled
Dordt overtook the Eagles t h ~ t. the p l a n s for the most points.
The team audience with several enthe Defenders
with 21 and finall won 95-79.
building were drawn up with the best record at cores
including "Nocpoints followed by Terry
y
several months ago when the end of the bowling sea- turne" by John Fields, an
Van Hofwegenwith 15.
Louters paced the De- it was learned that a 40- son will become champ- etude by Chopin and "IrriThe Defenders record- fenders' team effort with year, 3%10ancouldbe se- ion.
promptu" by Schubert.
ed their third victory of 40 points and 17rebounds .. cured from the governBowlingwill begin right
Mary Louise Boehm. a
the sea s on by downing Vander Pol, Broek, and ment, At higher interest after Chrrstmas vacation na ti ve Iowan has been
Westmar College in Le- Van Hofwegen added 20, rates a loan of $480,000 Entry
blanks must be winning contests and perMars on December 9th, IS, and 14 points respee- would have been imprac- handed in before Christ- forming in prb Iic since
Dordt started out fast but tively. Stra thma n led ticable
ddg
mas vacation begins. gdh grade school. She also
fell behind at half-time to Westmar with 34 points:
played with the Chicago
a hot shooting Westmar Dor dt outshot Westmar
Symphony while attending
team, 43-39. Larry Lou- from the floor, 45% to
With this last issue for 1969, we of the
Northwestern University,
tel'S led the Defenders 34%, in recording their
Diamond staff wish all our readers a happy
The next of the series
with 17 points and Strath- fi r s t victory ever over
Christmasand a blessedNew Year.
on January 19, 1970, Wfll
man had a big 22 points the Eagles.
du
feature the Cormen. ]

Talent Night
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